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2014 John Krall Award Winners

Don and Kathy Koeltzow

John Krall
Award
History

Don and Kathy Koeltzow are this
year’s John Krall Award recipients.
Both from New Mexico, Don and
Kathy Koeltzow, met in college and
married. They will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary in January. They
John Krall spent
are blessed with three children and nine
many years helping
grandchildren ranging in ages from 5 to
residents with all
22. Don is a Bio Chemist and worked
kinds of projects,
as a professor before joining the
including voluntarily
Federal Government. After all the kids
cutting wood and
were in school, Kathy went back to
clearing our
school and earned her nursing degree.
roadsides. In 2003
She worked for 20 years as an
Noreen Horwitz, an
oncology nurse, and then taught
Arrowhead resident,
nursing in Delta.
thought that he
In 1996 they came to the area for
should be honored
Kathy’s niece’s graduation from
with a community
nursing school. They saw an ad for
service award. A
Arrowhead and decided to check it out. They were already thinking about finding a
plaque was made and place to retire, loved the mountains, and wanted a place to enjoy summers. They
was presented to
would then look for a winter spot so Don could golf in winter. They bought a lot and
John Krall at an AIA did enjoy the summer months. Then they came for a visit during the winter and they
meeting in 2003.
were hooked!
Don gave Kathy a birthday gift of a chainsaw and they got to work! They
cleared over 70 trees for the driveway alone. They started on the
house in 2004 and made it
home in 2006.
They both enjoy being
busy and participating in
their neighborhood. ―It’s a
way to pay back…‖ says
Kathy, ―It has been a nice
journey.‖
(Continued on pg. 12)
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The Arrowhead Improvements Association Inc. is a state non-profit organization. The purpose of the
Arrowhead HOA is to unite the property owners of the Arrowhead subdivision in Cimarron, Colorado; to
encourage civic improvements within said area, to encourage community activities including, but not by
way of limitation, the beautification, maintenance, and general appearance of vacant and improved lots,
filing roads, winter parking lot, entrances, open and recreational areas situated within the area and used in
common by its residents; enhance the safety of Arrowhead; facilitate enforcement of any and all building
restrictions, protective covenants, and to otherwise act in the interests of the members of the Association.
Appearance of an advertisement in the Smoke Signals Newsletter and AIA Website does not constitute a
recommendation or endorsement by the Association of the goods or services offered. The opinions
expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual authors and not the Board of your Association.
Neither, the Board, the publisher, or the authors intend to provide any professional service or opinion
through this publication.
News Articles
The deadline for news articles is the 10th of the month before the next bi-monthly issue. Please email news
articles to aiasmokesignals@gmail.com. All letters or articles need to include your name and a daytime
phone number. All articles must be approved by the editors for publication, or as space permits.*

For current
information and
events be sure to...

Advertising
The deadline for an advertisement is the 10th of the month before the next
bi-monthly issue. To place an ad please call Cappi Castro @ 970-260-3410 or
email: aiasmokesignals@gmail.com
*Deadlines may change to accommodate Board Meetings

Arrorwhead1.org is the only official website for Arrowhead property owners (owners in Arrowhead in Gunnison Country
Subdivision, also commonly referred to as Arrowhead or Arrowhead Ranch). Smoke Signals is the only official publication of
Arrowhead Improvements Association, Inc., the property owners association for Arrowhead in Gunnison Country Subdivision.
And ―Arrowhead in Colorado (AIA)‖ is the only official Facebook page. No other chat room, blog, forum, website, Facebook
page or other electronic or written publication is supported, sanctioned, associated with or condoned by Arrowhead
Improvements Association, Inc., and said Association is not responsible for their content.
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President’s
Message
Dear Owners,
Now that summer has ended and we are officially into fall, it is not too soon to be thinking about winter.
While the high country temperatures and colors this fall have been wonderful, we all know that winter, snow
and snowmobiling are not far off. In preparation for winter I have a few board decisions I would like to
share with you.
First, the winter parking lot will be available for owner parking on or after October 15 as specified in the
land use agreement with Gunnison County. If you are going to park a snowmobile trailer or would like a
diesel parking space, please contact Arrowhead Patrol for details.
Second, the board set November 17 as the latest date to have your RV at Arrowhead. Please monitor
weather conditions as a consideration for deciding when you will take it off the mountain.
Next, I would like to mention that the sign in boxes located at Ute and Lake Roads will be removed for
the winter. One owner sign in box will be located at the recently remodeled warming hut that is available for
your comfort and safety. The warming hut is located in the SW corner of the winter parking lot.
Lastly, the board has purchased, after extensive research and consideration by John Moseman, other
board members and our heavy equipment operators, a groomer for our filing roads. The scheduled delivery
date is October 9 and our lead groomer will be Ron Corder.
Please note that the board will host its winter resident meeting immediately after the October board
meeting. This is an important meeting for all winter full/part time residents and especially important for new
full/part time residents.
The board has two positions up for election this fall with three candidates running. Please exercise your
ownership right and vote for two of the three candidates. Please return your ballot as specified.
Speaking for the board, I want to thank all owners for contributing to a wonderful Arrowhead summer!
We all met new owners and renewed friendships from past summers. There were several community summer
activities that were very well attended by owners, including the best ever attended Fourth of July picnic. The
board is especially pleased and wants to thank owners that no noncompliance violations were issued this
year. Thank you all for your support of the association covenants, rules and regulations!
In closing, please take advantage of not only the remaining fall season but the wonderful high country
winter. For those of you that are seasonal at Arrowhead, please have a great winter and remember that the
Inn is available for your winter accommodations. We are all looking forward to seeing you next summer.
Sincerely,

Mike Wigent AIA Board President

Notice
All real estate advertised herein is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Law. The Arrowhead Improvements Association
and its publication ―Smoke Signals,‖ will not knowingly
accept any advertising for real estate which is a violation of
the law, either Federal or State.
If you feel you have been discriminated against call the Colorado
Civil Rights Division at 970-248-7329 or HUD 303-844-6158 or 1800-669-9777.

October/November
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My wife and I are
owners at Arrowhead
and last summer our
daughter Amber took
this photo while we
had had the big
dumpster at the
Winter Parking lot...
... it might be a fun
thing for the next
smokesignals...
Ironically, its a Bruin,
peeking out of a
“Bruin Bin”!
-

Larry Kontz

.
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Community dinners - especially the Barbeque Ribs
dinner. We also enjoyed last fall the community music
night, the excellent food and dancing (even though we
were not supposed to). All good times at the Inn - You
guys are simply the best at providing awesome food,
entertainment and service.. The BEST!
~ Brian Keith

All comments in this issue about
“What is great about Arrowhead…”
come from a contest we ran in a previous issue
of Smoke Signals.
Thank you to all those who participated!

“I so love to meet friends at the Inn for a beer
and hamburger! When we have family and
friends a trip to the Inn is a must....looking
back at the pictures always brings a smile to
my face :-)
We are looking forward to your grand
opening! #1 son Rodney is driving back from
California just to attend!!!!”
~Bridget Isle

AFTER 25 YEARS WITH SO MANY GOOD
TIMES, I HAVE TO SAY MY BEST TIMES IS
WITH ALL OF OUR GRANDCHILDREN.
ENJOYING HIKES, FISHING,
SNOWMOBILING, AND GOING TO THE
INN FOR A BURGER... THAT WAS ALWAYS
A SPECIAL TREAT FOR ALL OF THEM.
NOW THEY ARE ALWAYS WANTING TO
COME BACK EACH SUMMER AND WINTER
FOR MORE OF THE SAME, AS YES THEY
ALL SAY, “GRANDMA IS THE INN OPEN,
WE WANT TO TAKE YOU AND GRANDPA
FOR A BURGER,?” I LOVE THIS
COMMUNITY . THE INN IS OUR HUB.
~THANK YOU, CAROL BOND
October/November
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Forestry Message

BY BILL CONWAY

Thanks to great community participation in the MCH Pack program and removal of beetle infested trees
by individuals, contractors, and our monthly cleanup day crew, Arrowhead is doing better than most of
Colorado in the fight against bark beetles. However, a recent visit to Arrowhead by Forest Service
entomologists has confirmed that both Douglas fir and spruce beetles are increasing in this part of Colorado.
Please notify Bill Conway (541-729-6259) if you notice Douglas fir that have turned red, spruce trees that are
starting to loose needles or have bark around the base from wood pecker activity, or Douglas fir or spruce
trees that have blown down recently.
Spruce beetles are the most wide spread in southern Colorado with over 300,000 new acres infected in
2014. They have the potential to kill every spruce at Arrowhead in the next few years. Spruce beetles are
also very difficult to control. The large scale spruce beetle trapping program that has been in place at
Arrowhead this summer may or may not be effective. I will continue to adjust that program in consultation
with entomologists. MCH packs may have some effect on spruce beetles. If the spruce beetles increase at
Arrowhead, information will be provided on how to spray some individual trees, but that will not be practical
on a large scale.
MCH packs continue to be a very effective tool against Douglas fir beetle. With the increase in Douglas
fir beetles in areas adjacent to Arrowhead, EVERYONE who has a Douglas fir tree on their property should
be putting up MCH packs. We are at a critical point with Douglas fir beetle and your participation is essential
to protect your trees and the community. Volunteers will be putting up about 2500 MCH packs on
community property.
Forest Manager Bill Conway will be accepting orders from now to Dec 31, 2014. The price is lower than
last year at $1.35 per pack and if we get our usual large order together, you should get about 10% extra MCH
packs. Checks should be made out to AIA and sent to Bill Conway at 1734 SE 52nd Ave, Portland, OR
97215. Delivery to owners will occur in early May 2015. If you are unable to put them up at the correct time
in May, there will be information available at that time on how you can have someone else put them up.
HOW MANY MCH PACKS SHOULD I ORDER
Try to find the situation below that best fits your lot. (1 Ac Lots)
Situation 1 – You have a lot that is mostly conifer with a significant amount of Douglas fir and/ or spruce
along with some balsam. Order about 40 packets. This will allow you put them up around your property line
about 25 feet apart to create a ―vapor‖ barrier and also have some to put on individual larger Douglas fir and
spruce on the interior of your lot.
Situation 2 – Same as above but you have a significant number of Douglas fir and spruce over 20‖ diameter
(the beetles’ favorite trees); then order about 50.
Situation 3 – Your lot is mostly balsam or aspen with scattered Douglas fir and spruce. Order enough to put
one on each tree Douglas fir or spruce. If you get a few extras in your final order, put two on the largest trees.
Situation 4 – Your lot has distinct areas with different vegetation. Maybe half is aspen and the other half a
mix of Douglas fir, spruce and balsam. Put a ring of MCH packs around the conifer area. Or, if the confer
area is small enough, just put an MCH pack on every Douglas fir and spruce.
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Situation 5 – You have one of the above situations and you also have Douglas fir and spruce on adjacent
common land that you want to protect. Generally in this situation people are focused on individual large
trees. Order enough to put on each Douglas fir or spruce you want to protect.
Situation 6 – Your lot has all balsam, aspen or you live in a meadow with no trees; then you do not need to
order.
Call Bill Conway at 541-729-6259 if you have questions about how many MCH packs to order or any
other questions on Arrowhead Forest Management.
There is still good firewood available in the log pile at the No Stump Dump. You might want to use a
chain to pull logs out for safe and easy cutting. People are busy cutting wood this time of year and it is a
good time to think chainsaw safety. Please use full protection equipment including hard hat, hearing
protection, chaps, gloves, and boots. If you are concerned about the safety of cutting a tree, it is probably
time to call a professional.

Bill Conway
Arrowhead Forest Manager

Board Workshop and Meeting Dates
Next Board Workshop:
October 17.

(Workshops are held on the Friday before the Saturday Board Meeting.)

Next Board of Directors Meeting:
October 18**
**Winter owners meeting on 10/18

Looking for reliability, safety, & customer service?
Locally owned Propane Company??

Well, we are just what you are looking for!
Now is the time to switch to a local company that supports
our community and has been servicing our area since 1998.
Pre-Buys
Payment Plans
Routed Deliveries
Tank Rentals
New Tanks for Sale
Installation & Repairs
No Hazmat Fees
No Delivery Charges
October/November

Check out our
website:
CLICK HERE

970-874-5381
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FIRE CHIEF’S REPORT

Emergency Response Events:

By Jim Gelsomini

Training Categories: Medical, Wildland and Structure

Description

Sep-14

YTD 2014

Medical Aid & Motor Vehicle Accidents
Arrowhead Wildland (vegetation, brush)
Fires
Structure Fires (Commercial & Residential)
Interagency Assistance

0

9

0

0

0

0

1

3

Groups

Resources

YTD Training
Hours

YTD Training Sessions

First Responder

10

34.00

3

Fire Fighters
AVFD Combined

18
28

138.50
172.5

10
13

First Responder & Fire Fighter Monthly Training Sessions AVFD training schedule – Second, Tuesday
Fire Fighters; Third, Tuesday First Responders; (once a Quarter a fourth, Tuesday, is set aside for
collaborative training, Fire Fighters, First Responders, and Patrol).
Volunteer Staff The department encourages anyone interested to become a member of the Arrowhead
Volunteer Fire Department; no experience is necessary. The Fire Department will provide training in variety
of potential scenarios unique to the Arrowhead environment you are seeking. Members find it a rewarding
way to serve the community and meet dedicated like-minded people on the mountain.
Please contact me at (970) 862 8456 or email me at avfdchief2014@gmail.com if you are interested.
Winter Preparations are in motion with the focus on finding an Arrowhead resident willing to volunteer
their garage to store the Red/White Fire Truck for the winter season. The Red/White truck is 105‖ at the
tallest point and 24’ in length. Please contact Jim at (862.8456) or mobile number (303.881.7480). The Fire
Department thanks, Curt and Vida for once again volunteering their garage for the winter season to store the
EMS vehicle.
Winter parking lot users will have access to a new Fire Extinguisher in the recently remodeled warming hut.
The new lighter 10lb unit installed in the back corner will have an ABC rating capable of addressing a broad
range of fire fuel sources. New additional ABC units will be available in the equipment building if needed to
support suppression activities.
Season Change Home Checklist As we transition into the Fall/Winter season, the following items should
become part of the annual ritual. Check status of home Fire Extinguisher, replace the batteries in smoke
alarm(s), and carbon monoxide sensors. For those with forced air furnace units, purchase a number of filters
and change the filters on a monthly basis. Inspect and clean chimneys for propane, pellet, and wood burning
stoves. Visually inspect window and door spaces for weather stripping leaks, cracks.
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A very fond memory is my
brother and sister-in-law
bringing my 80 year old
parents to our cabin from
Eastern Nebraska! It is a
long way to come for a
birthday party for my
father whose 80th was
August 2, 2007, but that
is indeed what they did!
There were 10 of us and
we had prime rib at the
Inn and then we all
participated in Karaoke.
It was a great time--can't
wait for the Inn to really
be up and running. Thank
you!
~ Joanna Little

Being a new member to the community our
good times are yet to come........but, using the
idea of a "good time we experienced" that would
simply be the first time we drove through the
community, received wave after wave from
friendly folks who live there (we assumed) and
stopping in for a sandwich and meeting the new
owners of the Inn who gave us a guided tour
from the upstairs to the downstairs. Making us
feel welcome and sealing the deal, that this was
where we wanted to have a weekend getaway.

My brother and I visited arrowhead in
January 2011 to look at a cabin for sale.
We had a great time including snowmobile
rides to get to the cabin. Food and service
at the Inn was first rate.
~ Gerald K. Dolan

~ Vince n Cara Fandel
Having my parents come and experience the beauty of
Arrowhead. My mother now has Alzheimer's and my dad
is 93 and unable to travel very far, so those memories of
picnics under the pines and aspens bring a smile to my
face!
~ Iris Marutzky

The best time will be the first time I visit my son,
Pat, and daughter-in-law, Jess in their spruced-up
place. Can't wait.
~ John Amie
October/November

Our last weekend was pretty darn
eventful. We awoke to a bear on
our deck tossing our coolers
around. We have taken many
rides around Arrowhead hoping to
spot a bear, and this was a real
surprise! He made 3 trips through
our lot that day and just didn't
seem to want to move on. We are
lucky to own property in
"Arrowhead Heaven"!
~ Connie Phelps
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Design Review Message
By Joyce Boulter
It has been a beautiful summer with a lot of work being done. It looks like a beautiful fall and the winter
will be here soon.
There have been 21 property sales as of the end of August. These new owners are reading the
Regulations and asking questions. They are excited about their new property and anxious to start using
the property. When I visit with the new owners, I give them our Arrowhead Awareness booklet. This
provides valuable information for Arrowhead property owners.
There are still problems with owners identifying their property. If there is a driveway, there must be a
sign showing the address numbers. This was pointed out during the evacuation, as some of the lots were
impossible to find. This is a 911 regulation for fire and emergency location of your property. I would
also like to compliment many owners for their beautiful signs on their property.
There are 3 houses near completion and 1 more slated to start this fall, 4 garages, 2 sheds and 4 driveway
walk ins. I have also made many visits to lots to talk to owners about Regulations and how they can use
their property. I have also approved many owners to remove trees in driveways to allow easier access to
the lot, house or RV.

E-mail click here: djbuildersinc@gmail.com
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VOTE • VOTE • VOTE
Ballots for the upcoming Arrowhead Improvements Association Board of
Directors election were mailed on September 30, 2014.
The three candidates running for the two open Board seats are (in
alphabetical order) Dale Breckenridge, Val Taylor and Curt Treichel.
Please be sure to follow the instructions included in the voter's material. Returned ballots
must be postmarked by NOVEMBER 17, 2014.

Email “Blast” for Current Information
E-mail blasts are designed to deliver
important announcements that need to
be out in a hurry.
If you would like to have your email
added to our list, please email
arrowheadblast@gmail.com
with a request to be added.
We do not share this list.
—————
For community information and events check
out our facebook page!

Black Canyon RV Park & Campground
348 US Hwy 50 - Mile Marker 117

970-249-1147
Full hookup RV sites
Fully furnished cabins/kitchenettes
Large lodge for hunters, reunions
Winter RV storage

Larry & Bob DeRosia

www.blackcanyonrvpark.com

What people say is great about Arrowhead...
Every day I have a really
good time at Arrowhead.
From the time I wake up in
the morning and see the
mountains in the distance,
see the brightest blue skies
at midday, talk to friends
and neighbors while out
walking, seeing the new
fawns in summer and finally
looking at a sky filled with
stars before going to bed,
every day is special.

Playing Mexican Train with a group of friends
and eating yummy treats. ~ Lee Ann Riddoch

~ Clyde Vavrik

October/November
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From pg. 1
(THIS IS THE AWARD PRESENTATION AS READ BY COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN BOB HERNANDEZ.)

These Arrowhead volunteers have long been part of our strong community's
foundation.
They have put in many hours on the Arrowhead Volunteer Fire Department.
One is an active and indispensable First Responder and has taken over all the
training for first responders. The other is an active firefighter. Both tirelessly
attending all required training and meetings so they can provide assistance during a
medical or fire emergency on the mountain.
These John Krall Award recipients are highly active fundraisers and
ambassadors for our fire department, the Fire Department Auxiliary and are active
organizers with the 4th of July Picnic. She is Co-Chair for the fire Department's
auxiliary. He is the current president of the Arrowhead Fire Protection District, a position requiring a great deal of
responsibility and managerial skill. The Pancake Breakfast is another place where you'll see this couple. Big job or
small, you are sure to find both of them there to quietly get it done- whether setting up chairs, wiping tables,
sweeping floors or making a trash run.
By now, I am more than certain that you all know that this John Krall Award winning couple is Don and Kathy
Koeltzow.
From volunteering as the treasurer of the Arrowhead Snowmobile Club, to being Secretary
of the AIA BOD for 3 years and the AIA Member in charge of Facilities and Roads
Maintenance, Don is there for us. Kathy participates as a member of the AIA Election
Committee and not only suggested, but led the Town Hall meeting for AIA Board Candidates
elections in 2013. Over the years they have lived here, they have always stepped up to do the
many things that must be done for Arrowhead.
The Koeltzows have been strong organizers on the social side of Arrowhead, as
well. From helping head up the Bible Study and AVFD Potluck Dinners, to organizing the
―Bags of Love‖ event and participation in the Book Club, you will find them, individually or
together, being part of what makes Arrowhead great. Oh, yes - they also lend their backs to
nearly every Clean-up Saturday event.
An Arrowhead owner who nominated them said, ―They are always willing to
help anyone that is in need.‖ In this, they truly live their deep beliefs and
Christianity. Being their brother’s keeper is more than a saying; it is how they live
their lives.
The Koeltzows do all of this and more with a quiet perseverance and a love for
our community that is admirable. So much of
their work is behind the scenes that their
contributions are often overlooked. Both have
spoken from their hearts about renewing
Arrowhead’s incredible sense of how to work
together for a common purpose and
caring. Their love for our community and
their neighbors is shown in their dogged
dedication to the things that need doing.
Their unsung volunteerism makes this
couple excellent examples of the spirit of John
Krall and worthy recipients for this award.
I now present the 2014 John Krall Award
winners . . . Don & Kathy Koeltzow.
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This year the John Krall Award Committee had 6 new nominations for 3 nominees. And considered a total of
10 nominees, the other 7 are from past years and they are all active volunteers for the Arrowhead Community.
Thanks to the community members and neighbors who submitted the nominations. It takes a bit of time but is
worthwhile to recognize our great volunteers.
The Committee consisted of past awardees this year and many thanks to them for being on the committee.
They are: Billie Ellis, Don LaForge, Lucia Lebon, Linda Dysart, Carla and Clyde Vavrik, Kevin Stilley and
Al Hale.
PAST WINNERS:
2003 John Krall
2004 Dee Sedgwick
2005 Billie Ellis
2006 Don and Elaine LaForge
2007 Don Bumgarner
2008 Glen and Carolyn Isbell
2009 Diane and Ron Benson
2010 Lucia Lebon and Bob Rosenbaum
2011 Linda Dysart
2012 Carla & Clyde Vavrik and Kevin Stilley
2013 Al Hale

Modified A frame. LL has family
room with 2 sleep sofas and a
laundry room. Main Level has
living/dining room combo, kitchen
with dishwasher, 2 full baths, and a
master bedroom with a double bed.
Upstairs loft has 2 twin beds and a
cat walk leading to a small upper
deck. Living room has wood stove.
Phone line & WIFI.
Please contact Sue at

ssullens52@yahoo.com

The Arrowhead Book Club
usually meets at 11:30 at the Inn.
Everyone is welcome!
For more information or to be put on
the Book Club email list, contact
Linda Dysart, 862-8287.
October 10

Watch
Over Me
by
Christa
Parrish

or call 410-971-2522
October/November
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My wife and I were first year owners at
Arrowhead, and are not year round residents...
so, when we found out about the fire
department's Christmas party, we thought we
might attend! Many of the friendly residents
invited us and offered to pick us up at the Inn
and take us to the Party, but... the party ended up
at the Inn and couldn't have been more perfect!
We rented a beautiful room for the night and
after several hours of the most friendly fun you
can imagine, we only had to go upstairs to our
wonderful warm room! We had never
experienced a party where nearly everyone
arrived with food and smiles wearing snow gear
and riding on every imaginable type of snow
machine! The finale was when we arose the next
morning, we ate one of the most delicious
breakfast burritos we had ever eaten together
with the wonderful coffee in front of a toasty
fireplace! A beautiful Winter wonderland
experience for both of us! ~ Larry and Eloise

FOR SALE

2005 Polaris RMK
Trail Machine
Electric Start and Reverse

$1750 or Best Offer

Call Randy at
970-901-0206
Glynn Abbott
131 Crest Drive
970-862-8207
325-668-0678
Cabin Maintenance & Repair
Remodeling
Cabin Winterization
Storage Building
Door and window Installed
Cabinets Installed
Staining Decks and Cabins
Flooring – Countertops (Laminate, Tile, Wood) Decks
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From: Arrowhead Improvements Association, Inc.
P.O. Box 89
Montrose, CO 81402
Address service requested

